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2. I am, also, in favor of a State Grading Committee, as under the present
system of gradation, uniformity, the very object of the law, is largely
defeated. As an illustration, I have had several to fail to even seeure
(sic) a Third Grade Certificate in this county, when upon trial in some
other county, with little or no preparation, they obtained a First Grade.
Hence there is something lacking.

3. There is absolutely no need at present of such a law as that relating to
Third Grade Certificates. It should be repealed, and re-enacted into law
as it first appeared upon the statute books.

4. There Should be established by law, at the county site in each county, a
graded and high school, running eight months. Equal provision should be
made for both races when necessary.

I am very truly yours,
WM. M. HOLLOWAY,

Co. Supt, Schools.

EREVARD COUNTY

Hon. W. N. Sheats:

Dear Sir--A review of the condition of the schools shows that satisfactory
progress has been made in the four years just ended.

School Buildings.--We have good school houses in nearly every district where
there are six or more pupils. We have avoided creating a debt, The Board
furnished the material and the patrons contributed the lots and cost of con-
struction. The houses are neat and of suitable size, properly furnished with
patent desks. Now that the schools are nearly all comfortably housed and
seated, they will be more completely equipped with charts and apparatus.

Free Text-Books.--Having had charge of the distribution of the school books,
that the Board, in 1880, was obliged to purchase to carry out the order, I
was soon convinced that it would be true economy to have free school books
as well as as (sic) free tuition. The Board at all times liberal and progres-
sive, approved; but, did not feel justified the step. The initial expense
being about $900, $500 of which is the appropriation for school supplies, $100
(a little more possibly) is balance of books on hand (alluded to above) and
$300 special apportionment. Thus while not affecting our term, free books
has (sic) removed a serious course of annoyance as well as an obstacle to the
proper classification and progress of the pupils.

Uniform Examinations.--While the steady improvement is due in part to the
normal progress, it is also in a large measure due to the more systematic
examinations and compulsory requirements now in force, We have always had
many very excellent teachers who have influenced our progress, but the Uniform
Examination Law has made it possible to improve the methods of instruction
in those districts which offered little, except the salary to teachers and
which really required the most competent.

County Institutes.--I have endeavored to make our institutes of more practical
use than heretofore, the lectures and discussions being supplemented by model
classes, illustrating the methods which the teachers were expected to use
during the term,
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